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Dedicated To:
Jesus Christ

And whatsoever ye do, do it heartily, as to the
Lord, and not unto men;
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Over white clouds on a sunny day, a lone
cargo freighter pierces the sky of the
Capital, Scion Prime. She shakes violently as
she approaches for a hard landing, ignoring
all security protocols. Behind her, a dozen
Scion Prime Metropolitan Military Police
Raptor dropships in hot pursuit. The I.C.V
Wagner Freighter slowly descends, with the
Economic District Docking Port in her
sights. The desperate SPMMP officers signal
the crew to slow down, but to no avail. The
Wagner rams into the air control tower; It
collapses to the ground with every man and
woman inside; Reduced to absolute rubble.
The Wagner then slams onto the run way of
the docking port, sending sparks in every
direction, sliding against the concrete for
hundreds of meters until she comes to an
eerie halt.  Like a beached whale, she lays
there, menacingly rocking back and forth
until she finds her equilibrium and flops on
her side.

SPMMP dropships begin to surround the
interstellar vessel. Special Response Team
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officers proceed to disembark, filling the
area evenly. Their weapons drawn and fixed
on the cargo bay doors of the Wagner. Over
a loudspeaker the commanding officer, Cpt.
Carlos Ramirez hailed the crew.

“This is the Scion Prime Metropolitan
Military Police! The captain and crew of this
vessel must surrender immediately! You are
all being placed under arrest for violating
several Imperial laws. Come out, with your
hands up!”

The MP’s waited for a response, but all
they received was silence. As they stood
their waiting, birds were chirping, curious
workers gathered around. Citizens of Scion
Prime, eagerly awaiting their next off-world
flight, gazed from the port terminals above.
A child and his sister stood against the glass
panels of the terminal, the young boy asked
his mother.

“Mommy! What is going on?”
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“I’m not sure dear, it looks like...an accident
maybe?” She replied, incredibly concerned
by the MP's presence.

Abruptly, the sound of silence was broken
by the grinding of gears, the cargo bay door
was opening.

“All squads, be ready to open fire” Cpt.
Ramirez ordered his men.

The cargo bay door slowly ascended to
reveal an iron behemoth within, glistening
from the rays of the sun, no longer in
darkness. It stood forty feet tall, armed with
gatling guns, rockets, mines, grenade
launchers, and they towered above the
Scions; On one shoulder, the crest of the
Earth Colonies Federation, on the other
shoulder, spray painted in a bold orange
‘Terran Martyr 1-1, Kazuma’.

“Fuck! It’s a Mechanoid! Open fire damn it!
Open fire!”  Cpt. Ramirez shouted.
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A hail of gunfire erupted, ricocheting off
the cold-steel composite armor of the iron
giant. Then, from the darkness of the cargo
bay emerged two smaller Mechanoids,
about thirty feet in height and just as well
armed. Their gatling guns spun, a
thunderous spray of bullets shattered the
SPMMP lines. Their dropships melted away
like wax in fiery explosions. The Scions
corpses were strewn across the ground as
they were torn to shreds against the
onslaught of thousands of rounds per
minute.

The spectators watched in horror as they
witnessed the massacre of Scion Prime’s
finest. Who would protect them? The
crowds in the terminals began to panic, and
the workers fled.

“Terra Invicta!” A voice yelled from the
cargo bay. A multitude of voices roared in
tandem response, “Glory to Terra!”

What followed can only be described as a
horde of ants scattering from an ant hill
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when their nest is disturbed. Thousands
upon thousands of Earth Colonies
Federation soldiers poured out from the
I.C.V Wagner Freighter, followed by three
Mechanoids, and a company of Goliath
tanks. A blood letting of epic proportions
ensued, as the ECF pushed through the
terminal, they killed unrelentingly. They
struct terror and fear into the heart of any
Scion who crossed them. Once the blood
shed was over and they killed the remaining
security personnel at the Port, Commander
of the ECF attack force, Kazuma, ordered
his troops to focus on their primary
objective.

“This is Commander Kazuma, our
mission is simple brothers and sisters. We
must push through the Scion defenses and
reach the heart of the Economic district. All
ground forces are to support the strike
team ‘Terran Martyrs' by escorting them to
the central hub at the center of the
Economic District. Once we've reached our
objective, I.... and my Mechanoid pilots....
will detonate the nuclear warheads at our
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designated zones. There we will achieve
maximum collateral damage.”

Kazuma exhaled, then he continued. “The
Scions have hunted us down, to the last
man, woman, and child. Today we visit them
with fire and retribution; They have sown
the wind and shall reap the whirlwind.
Death to the Scion Empire, Glory to Terra!”

About two hundred miles away from the
Economic District in the Imperial Capital
District, the Emperor receives news of the
attack from his butler, Robert Eagle. The
Emperor stood at the balcony of the
Imperial Palace, gazing down at the
magnificent Capital City, the heartland of
the Scion Empire as Mr. Eagle informed him
of the ill fated news.

“My Liege, we’ve received word from the
Imperial Department of Intelligence that
the Economic District Port is under attack
by...ECF terrorists; They report thousands
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of troops, tanks, and even Mechanoids sire.”

The Emperor, perched on his balcony, was
struck frozen, dropping his glass of cool
whiskey. It shattered to a thousand pieces.

Balthazar turned around to meet Eagle,
his grizzled face turned pale.

“I want the entire planet put on high alert!
Dispatch the Imperial Scion Guard and all
nearby units to the Economic District! Get
the IDI on this now! I want to know their
target!”, the Emperor demanded.

“Yes my liege, it will be done.” Mr. Eagle
departed with haste. Balthazar, filled with
frustration, clenched his fist and struck the
wall of the Palace. As he retracted his fist,
blood dripped from his knuckles and seeped
into the cracks of stone. How could the ECF
have blind sighted him, he wondered. He
went to his chambers and accessed a
private terminal. Entering a passcode only
he knew, the terminal replied
“authorization complete”, on its screen
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flashed the words “Project Gemini:
ACTIVATED.”

Back in the Economic District, IDI Agent
codename “Wolf” is on an intelligence
gathering operation after being mobilized
by the Grand Scions Joint Command. The
3rd Imperial Operations Command, a covert
IDI unit lead by Wolf is hunting down the
ECF as they move away from the Economic
District Port and into the City. Atop the
Mercury Bank Tower, Wolf sets up his
command post. He dispatches numerous IDI
scouting elements throughout the city to
intercept and decrypt communications
between the ECF attackers. One of his
operatives, Agent. Rindal, radios in with
crucial information.

“Bravo One Two to Mus---- Act---, we’ve
acquired ---ent priority intelli---ce,
---copy?”

Wolf leans into the radio system, “Clean
up that signal” he tells the RTO.
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“Yes sir!” the RTO dials into the frequency.

“Bravo One Two to Mustang Actual, we’ve
acquired urgent priority intelligence, how
copy?”

Wolf replied “This is Mustang Actual, go
ahead Bravo One Two.”

“Rad sensors are going off the charts! It
appears they’re leaking from the
Mechanoids sir, we believe they’re armed
with dirty bombs!”

Wolf was shocked… “Come again!? Do you
mean to tell me those damn terrorists are
armed with nuclear weapons!?”

“Affirmative! Looks like they’re rigged to
blow, thermal imaging shows they’re
connected to the power cores. If those
Mechanoids are destroyed, the whole damn
city is going to hell with it too!”

Faced with the reality of a sudden nuclear
detonation that could end the lives of
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thousands, Wolf ordered his scouts to keep
track of every Mechanoid in the Economic
District. Then it occurred to him as they
were moving closer to the central hub, what
their target was.

“Oh no…” he said, “I need to send a message
to Grand Scions Joint Command” he
demanded of his RTO.

He complied “Yes sir! It’s ready”.

“This is Senior Special Agent Wolf, the 3rd
Imperial Operations Command has acquired
urgent priority intelligence. The ECF
Mechanoids are armed with nuclear
weapons, their target is the central hub of
the Economic District! They are rigged to
blow! Do not engage! We need to disable
them before they get any closer! I repeat to
do not engage the Mechanoids! They will
detonate if you neutralize them!”

The Grand Scions Joint Command
received the message and ordered all units
to attempt to disable them without the
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possibility of self-destruction, using Mantis
tank based EMP shells. However, the 31st
Mechanized Scion Guard Battalion and the
120th Mantis Armored Company were
heavily embroiled in an all out battle with
the Terran Martyrs and ground forces of the
ECF’s 1st and 2nd Vandals Battalion, as well
as the 37th Goliath Armored Company.
During the firefight, Lt. Colonel. Myers
mistook the order as meaning to engage the
Mechanoids and destroy them after his RTO
was killed while relaying the message.

Without hesitation, the Lt. Colonel
ordered his men to flank Terran Martyr One
Three in tandem with the 120th Mantis
Armored Company. The Mantis tanks rolled
up on Terran Martyr One Three, shelling
the Mechanoid repeatedly. The Mechanoid
pilot fought back, sending ATGM missiles
from it’s Mobile Rocket Canister attached to
its back, destroying two Mantis tanks; The
crew of one tank desperately crawled out
with skin melting as they rolled off the side
of their tank, engulfed in flames, before
being crushed by the Mechanoid. The
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exchange of gunfire between both sides was
stupendously destructive, as stray rounds,
shells, and rockets impacted civilian
buildings, commercial and residential. The
woes and cries of the suffering were
palpable and the stench of dead bodies
littered the once pristine air.

The last remaining tanks of the 120th
Mantis Armored Company once again
launched an attack on Terran Martyr One
Three. An orchestrated shelling by five
Mantis tanks brought the iron giant to its
knees. The Mechanoid was immobilized but
still capable of firing. The pilot inside was
unrelenting, engaging whatever nearby
target he could find. At the intersection of a
major city street, he lay there in futility
sending out rounds towards enemy targets,
knowing he had reached as far as he would
go. That’s when Pvt. Sanders of the 31st
Mechanized Scion Guard Battalion took his
position from the shattered window of a
nearby tower, zeroed in on the wounded
Mechanoid’s power core  with his MPML
launcher, and pulled the trigger.
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A blinding ball of fire rose forth from the
streets unleashing the power of a hundred
kiloton nuclear warhead, setting anything
and anyone ablaze in a 2.5 mile radius, and
vaporizing those in its immediate vicinity.
The ECF Mechanoid, having been destroyed,
unleashed its payload, prematurely
detonating before reaching its desired
target which was still ten miles away.

From the Mercury Bank Tower, Special
Agent Wolf saw the rising plume of the
nuclear mushroom cloud. Agents around
him operating the command post began to
mutter in shock, some wept, some stood
silently, some abandoned their post and
fled. The nuclear weapon detonated in
Harbor Point, a historical and populous
zone in the Economic District. They knew
that hundreds of thousands perished.
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Meanwhile, in the Imperial Capital
District sirens whirl in an underground
facility, the colossal giants are raised to the
ground level of the Imperial Palace
Courtyard via vertical lift platforms. Project
Gemini is in full effect; Archnoid’s
Archangel and Morning Star are mobilized.
Having briefed his children on the objective,
the Scion Emperor gazes from his balcony
as the two proceed to take off from the
courtyard below. They blasted off at such an
incredible speed, that the entire palace
shook. As they took to the skies and flew
towards the Economic District, Balthazar
muttered “Godspeed…”  before stirring a
new glass and taking a sip of whiskey.

Elric and Duntana flew close side by side
and overviewed a list of their targets and
objectives.

Duntana began describing their first
primary target. “Terran Martyr One One,
also known as Kazuma. He's a legendary ECF
Mechanoid pilot; He survived the Battle for
Terra after single handedly destroying a
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Scion Empire Frigate in the blockade. It
appears he has a new Mechanoid, an
experimental AR model; Armed with a
gatling railgun, AA and AT missiles, cluster
bombs, and a shield. IDI reports a two
hundred kiloton or more weapon rigged to
his power core.``

Elric then took over and began to describe
their second primary target. “Terran Martyr
One Two. Pilot, unknown. Mechanoid
model; X-12 Gallagher. Armed with a
thermobaric cannon and HE rockets.

“Alright Elric, we need to stop them from
getting any closer to the central hub. If
possible, we should try to disable them, but
we cannot let another nuclear weapon
detonate, millions of lives are at stake,”
Duntana said as she had her eyes fixed on
the cresting Economic District on the
Horizon.

“Affirmative, let’s move out!” Elric replied
as he engaged his Archnoid into overdrive.
The two blasted through the atmosphere,
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leaving behind a hypersonic boom in their
wake.

As they hovered above the Economic
District, the Archnoids scanned the ground
below for their targets. Beneath them
thousands of soldiers fought in a bloody
battle as explosions and rocket trails
sporadically appeared and disappeared.
Within a moment's notice, the Archangel’s
system had a lock.

[Terran Martyr One One: Target Acquired]

“Duntana! He’s Southwest, on the Canton
Bridge!” Elric exclaimed.

“We can’t let him cross that bridge! Take
out the pillars!” Duntana communicated to
Elric.

The two zoomed down below into the fray
of the battle towards the bridge. As Kazuma
was crossing the Canton with the 37th
Goliath Armored Company, his scanners
picked up the approaching Archnoids.
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However his sensors could not make out
what kind of combat system they were.

“3 o’clock! What the hell are those! Shoot
them down!” Kazuma ordered his men.

The Goliath tanks swiveled their guns into
the sky and tried to shoot down the
approaching Archnoids, but they dodged
them flawlessly. Kazuma then fired AA
missiles at Elric, but he simply destroyed
them with his mind before they could
impact. Archangel and Morning Star
rammed into the support pillars of the
bridge, causing a catastrophic failure of the
bridge. Hundreds of ECF soldiers and over a
dozen Goliath tanks fell into the cold sea
below, but Kazuma’s Mechanoid deployed
it’s engines and lept into the air. With a
swift pull of the trigger, Kazuma let out a
barrage of railgun rounds into Duntana; In
response she deployed her etheric shields,
absorbing the impacts. Archangel dove
towards Kazuma but was hit by an explosive
thermobaric round from Terran Martyr One
Two’s cannon, who was descending from a
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tall skyscraper. Archangel was knocked back
into the waters, as Duntana kept her shields
up. Morning Star then ran up the inclined
remains of the collapsed bridge, still holding
her shield. She blasted her engines into
overdrive and slammed Kazuma back into
the other side of the bridge. Holding Terran
Martyr One One by its neck, Morning Star
deployed its etheric blade and sliced off
Kazuma’s arm holding the gatling railgun.
As a result, its heavy mechanical arm fell
into the sea.

Archangel picked itself up and drew its
M-11 Archnoid Carbine and began firing into
Terran Martyr One Two. The EMP rounds
tore through its inferior armor, dispensing
electromagnetic pulses and disabling the
Mechanoid. Terran Martyr One Two engines
failed as it fell into the sea. Archangel
dashed into the Mechanoid before laying
hold on it and crushing the pilot inside the
cockpit. Elric knew he had to take this
Mechanoid as far as possible from the city,
he looked back at Duntana who was
grappling with Kazuma.
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Duntana ordered Elric to dispose of the
Mechanoid away from the city.

“Go! Get rid of it! I’ll keep Kazuma busy
until you get back.” Elric flew off with
Terran Martyr One Two’s corpse as Duntana
began to engage in melee combat with
Kazuma.

Kazuma’s Mechanoid was unlike anything
she’d trained against. Its technology was
superior to previous Mechanoids, it was
faster, lighter, and stronger; It almost
rivalved her own. Kazuma deployed rockets
directly into Morning Star, causing it to
release him.

Morning Star swung its etheric blade in
response and slashed Terran Martyr One
One, which blocked it with its shield.

Kazuma yelled over his loudspeaker,
“Come on! That's all you got!? Hit me!”

His taunts baited Duntana into a reckless
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lunge, Kazuma dodged it. Morning Star’s
right arm slammed into the concrete sea
barrier; She was stuck and couldn’t dislodge
her arm. Terran Martyr smashed his shield
into Morning Star’s back until the shield
was nearly pulverized. Morning Star
struggled to get up but the constant impact
of the shield was causing serious trauma to
Duntana.

Elric, returning from having disposed of the
Terran Martyr One Two into the deep
ocean, witnessed Morning Star being beaten
into submission. Kazuma raised his fist and
slammed it into Morning Star's neck before
unleashing a salvo of cluster bombs into its
chest. Morning Star jolted from the blasts
and slumped over into the sea.

“Duntana!” Elric yelled as he lunged
towards Kazuma screaming, “You’re going
to pay for that you son of a bitch!”

Elric body slammed Kazuma into the air,
blasting his etheric engines into overdrive.
At hypersonic speed they zoomed through
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the clouds, ascending above the Economic
District. Archangel climbed higher and
higher and Kazuma struggled to break his
grip.

“No! Damn it! This isn’t how it was
supposed to happen! Let go of me you
bastard! Let me have my vengeance! You
bastards took my children from me!”
Kazuma raged in his cockpit, slamming
controls in a desperate attempt to break
free.

Elric deployed his etheric blade from
Archangel's right forearm and drove into
Kazuma’s power core. A sphere of nuclear
fire expanded high above the Economic
District. ECF soldiers below, were dismayed
at the sight of their leaders failure and
quickly waivered against the Scion Empire
reinforcements.

Inside the inferno of the thermonuclear
fireball, Archangel was suspended within a
bubble-like shield of etheric energy
emanating from within the Archnoid. In the
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sea of fire, the Archnoid began to descend
as its shields gradually started to weaken.
As the Archangel exited the fireball, its
armor was scorched and smoldering from
the intense heat of the nuclear blast. Free
falling from nearly ten thousand feet,
Archangel smashed into the ocean.

As the attack on Scion Prime began to
come to a halt, Scion Empire forces flooded
the city streets, evacuating wounded,
putting out fires from the first nuclear
detonation, and beginning search and
rescue operations of the thousands who
were missing.

The Imperial Scion Guard extracted
Duntana from the Morning Star and found
her unresponsive and in critical condition;
They also rescued Elric who was found
unconscious within the Archangel, which
was floating in the ocean like a solitary ship.

The ECF’s terror attack was over, the
Scion Empire was dealt a critical blow, as
hundreds of thousands had perished. A
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tremendous loss of life which had not been
seen since the Battle for Terra. Although the
ECF did not inflict as much damage as they
could, they reminded the Scion Empire that
the Earth Colonies Federation is still not out
of the fight. Today marks the day the
enemies of the Scion Empire chose
escalation.


